Directions to “Veterinary Clinic San Nicolas”
Address: Pastoor Hendriksstraat 53
Phone: 5846855 (or 5821720 when closed)

- **Coming from Savaneta, Brasil, Cura Cabai:**
  Drive towards San Nicolas on the main road from Oranjestad. On the roundabout entering San Nicolas take the second turn heading for the Jo Laveist Stadium (don’t take the first turn heading down town to the police station). You’ll find “Veterinary Clinic San Nicolas” just after the first major crossing on your left (but some 200 meters before the stadium, also on your left).

- **Coming from Seroe Colorado and upper San Nicolas:**
  Head for Oranjestad, following the outside wall of the refinery. Pass the gasoline station, leaving it on your left and follow the main road as it curves to the left. You’ll pass the Joe Laveist Stadium on your right. “Veterinary Clinic San Nicolas” is some 200 meters down the road, also on your right, just before a major crossing.